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Biodiversity
Background

Biodiversity, short for biological diversity is a fairly new term in the arena of ecology. Biodiversity refers to the diversity within species, the genetic diversity within that species and the ecosystem diversity which exists to support this biodiversity of species. As species adapt to environmental changes the diversity of our planet changes and increases. This variety gives our planet
a very large gene pool from which to draw. The existence of this large gene pool, species and
ecosystems provide the biocapital we need for our human existence. Yet, much of this diversity
remains unknown to us, as scientists believe we have only begun to discover the wide variety of
plants and even animals in existence on our planet.
However, if we were to look deeper at this concept of biodiversity we would notice that this
is more than just species and ecosystems, but rather has to take into account the interrelationships which occur between these living things to create this diversity. This biodiversity provides
recycling, purification and natural pest control. Every species here today contains genetic information that represents adaptation over time to the earth’s changing environmental conditions and
is the raw material for future adaptation. As scientists have discovered, the greatest insurance
against environmental disaster is to have the greatest biological diversity possible.
Still, in spite of the fact of our need of the greatest biodiversity possible, the world’s biodiversity
continues to decline. In the natural world biodiversity will decline through extinction at a rate
of generally 3 to 30 species per year. However, in today’s climate of growing population and
greater use of natural resources some scientist believe that the rate of extinction has grown to
18,000 to 73,000 species per year (50 to 200 species per day). It is important to point out at this
point that these numbers are based on estimates and most of these extinctions are based mostly
on species not yet discovered. Yet, if these numbers are even 100 times over actual numbers the
rate of biodiversity loss is tremendous and could eventually impact our planet severely, especially its ability to withstand an environmental disaster.
In order to understand biodiversity and its importance, it is necessary for us to understand how
species interact with each other. This interaction is not only through what we commonly think of
food chains and food webs, but true biological interaction also takes into account how each species interacts with other species and the abiotic environment in which it lives. This shows us the
true interrelatedness of an ecosystem and not just the surface interactions of energy flow within
that system.
However, lets start by looking at the concept of energy flow within the system. The activities of
this curriculum start with an investigation of an owl pellet to show the interrelationship of species and to set the groundwork for how energy flows through an ecosystem.


Through a process of photosynthesis, a green plant is able to capture a tiny bit of the sun's energy
and change it into food energy. These same plants get their required minerals from the soil. As
organisms eat the green plants and each other, the energy is transferred through the food chain.
Often each chain is linked to other chains forming a complex network called the food web.
The transfer of energy from one member to another in the chain is not 100% efficient. Much of
the energy is used by animals for heat energy and maintenance of the body. Therefore, the larger
the animal and the higher up on the food chain it is, the more food he must eat. Since less and
less energy is being passed along the chain, the number of organisms at each level decreases as
the energy reaches the higher level consumers. Below are two examples of food chains represented with arrows and then in pyramid form to show the decrease in populations as you move
up the food chain.
MAN

HAWK
FROG

COW

GRASSHOPPER

GRASS

GRASS

GRASS -> COW -> MAN

GRASS -> GRASSHOPPER -> FROG -> HAWK
When both food chains depend on grass, you get the beginning of a food web.
When an organism dies, the energy and matter stored in that plant or animal is released and
returned to the environment to be reused or recycled by other organisms. Decomposers such as
bacteria, fungi, worms, ants, sow bugs, millipedes, vultures, etc. consume the dead organisms,
helping them to break apart and return to the earth.
Food chains are often disrupted, causing the affected organisms to either adapt by finding new
food sources or to starve. These disasters can be natural (drought, flood, fire, etc.) or caused by
man (introduction of new organisms into the food chain or environmental changes in the name of
progress).

Vocabulary:
1. Producers - organisms that absorb energy from the sun and produce food (green plants).
2. Consumers - organisms that receive their energy by eating producers or other consumers.
3. Herbivores - organisms that eat plant matter
4. Carnivores - organisms that eat meat or animal matter
5. Omnivores - organisms that eat both plant and animal matter.
6. Decomposers - organisms that live on rotting matter and return nutrients to the soil for 		
recycling.
7. Food Chain - Series of organisms in which each eats or decomposes the preceding one.

Background



8. Food Web - complex network of many interconnected food chains and feeding relation		
ships.
9. Biodiversity - the variety of different species, genetic variability among individuals within
each species and the variety of ecosystems that support the genetic and species variability.



Beech-Maple forest
Background

The following article from the Michigan Natural Resources Magazine provides a rich and welltold background on the diversity and energy flow within a beech-maple forest. This article can
be used as a lead in to the unit for the students, or by the teacher in preparation for the unit.

In the Realm of Beach and Maple

By Bert C. Ebbers
Michigan Natural Resources, May/June 1988
Not far away, in a woodlot behind the fallow field, below a ridge from the base of which springs
flow, there is a place where wildflowers grow with unbounded exuberance, where a tiny flower
called harbinger-of-spring arises between patches of snow and lives up to its name by ushering in
a new season of warm sunshine and thunderstorms. Followed first by hepaticas and spring beauties and then by Dutchman’s-breeches, trout lilies, trilliums and a profusion of other plants, the
forest floor there becomes quilted with patches of soft green. A new version of a familiar community appears each spring, so ephemeral in nature that by early June only the skeletons of old
leaves remain, over a dank soil ripe with the odor of moisture and decay.
Years ago, while my friends concentrated on sports or school activities, I became wrapped up in
the outdoors. The beech-maple forest was part of the environmental architecture that structured
my growing up. Even today I make it a point to reaffirm this sense of reverence, by seeking out
serenity in the forest as well as by studying the numerous aspects of its ecology, from flowers
and trees to insects, birds and mammals.
The beech-maple forest is so named because two species, American beech and sugar maple,
dominate the community to the extent that relatively few other competitive tree species are able
to coexist. The dominance is founded on high reproductive rates, longevity, and above all the
production of heavy shade. Deep within the mature forest, in summer, the nearly complete leaf
mosaic of the towering canopy filters out or captures more than 95 percent of incident sunlight,
forcing most organisms of the forest floor to exist on stored food reserves in an enveloping semidarkness. Light can be as limiting a resource in such cases as water in a desert.
Young beech and sugar maples are extremely well adapted to tolerate prolonged low light intensities. Under such conditions saplings age quickly, their growth arrested, waiting for a chance to
be released and shoot upward to gain the canopy. The nearly quiescent saplings require a distant
gap of light to aim for, such as appears when a mature tree topples over. The wait can be long,
over a hundred years, and death generally come first. For sugar maple it has been estimated that
of an initial crop of 15,000 seedlings in a single opening on the forest floor, 40 or 50 survive to


become saplings, and of those only one or two reach maturity.
Following a quick response and attainment of the canopy, trees custom fit their crowns to light
gaps in order to maximize leaf exposure to direct sunlight. Large trees have large energy demands. They must actively photosynthesize throughout the growing season, to produce enough
energy not only to fuel their systems, but also to stockpile energy to prime the next year’s
growth. The sun’s energy is stored in glucose, a simple sugar, which is transported from the
treetop down to the root system each fall and back up in the spring. Maple syrup is a condensed
version of glucose sugars.
Some tree species, such as basswood, read oak and black cherry, can beat out sugar maple or
beech in the race to fill a particular gap or opening directly above. However, because they are
much less tolerant of shade and often depend heavily on seed reserves to get started, they do not
have the luxury of being able to patiently wait many years for a gap to appear. It is continual
small-scale disturbance, like the loss of mature trees through disease and wind-throw, that allows
these species to persist at low frequencies and co-inhabit the forest. Disturbance is a natural factor, not a malady, to which diversity is closely tied.
Plants that live on the forest floor collectively demonstrate several life history strategies for
circumventing the limitations imposed by extreme shade. The most famous strategy is that
employed by the spring ephemerals, in Michigan a group which includes such prominent members as yellow and white trout lily, squirrel-corn, Dutch-man’s-breeches, false rue-anemone and
two species each of spring beauty and toothwort. Spring ephemerals, as their name implies,
are above ground for only a short time. They grow rapidly in early spring, appearing soon after
snowmelt, and achieve full bloom and maximum leaf expansion before the canopy has unfolded
its new greenery. By early June the spring ephemerals have completed their aboveground life
cycles and vanished into the ground, there to lie dormant as bulbs or corns throughout the dark
summer and subsequent winter, until the soft illumination of early spring again penetrates the
barren woods. The presence of leaf litter, matted and compressed after bearing the weight of
snow all winter, is essential for helping break the dormancy of spring ephemerals and other
ground-layer plants. The fallen leaves in a beech-maple forest are light-colored and relatively
thin, allowing the direct penetration of light through the upper layers in early spring. The light
is absorbed by lower layers and converted to heat. Which remains trapped near the soil interface,
insulated by the mat. The high temperatures there provide a “hothouse” that is ideal for early
and rapid germination.
Other well-known spring wildflowers, such as bloodroot, both species of hepatica, several species of trillium and violet, wild ginger, blue cohosh, mayapple and Jack-in-the-pulpit, are true
shade plants. Individuals of these species retain their leaves for at least part of the summer.
Most flower early, at the same time as or soon after the spring ephemerals, and then, as the forest
floor becomes increasingly shaded, their leaf surfaces expand greatly to provide more area for
the absorption of filtered light. The summer versions of bloodroot and Jack-in-the-pulpit, for
example, are gross exaggerations of their stately spring counterparts.
Shade plants are typically rich in green chlorophylls, the key photosynthetic pigments that
facilitate the capture of sunlight and its conversion to stored energy. Because the forest floor
is sheltered from sun and wind, and humidity is relatively high, the leaves of shade plants have


evolved to be very thin and fragile, lacking a well-developed protective cuticle. As a result, they
can be easily damaged by continuous exposure to bright sunlight. Also, moisture loss through
the leaves is liberal, rather than conservative as found in plants adapted to dry or droughty conditions. Therefore shade plants rely on a constant and uniform source of moisture, like that available in organic rich soils.
Perhaps the best adaptation to heavy shade occurs in those species which have no chlorophyll.
Such plants are either parasites, living on the tissue of a host plant, or saprophytes, feeding on
dead organic matter. Everyone has at one time or another come across members of this group,
which includes beechdrops, squawroot, two species of Indian pipe and several of the coral-root
orchid. Beechdrops, a rather undistinguished, odd-looking spindly brown plant that grows in
clumps under beech trees and appears half-dead much of the year, are parasitic on beech roots.
Beechdrops are able to thrive in a light-stressed ecosystem by parasitizing one of the two species
most responsible for inducing the stress – quite an adaptive feat.
In July, saprophytic spotted coralroots magically rise out of the dark, empty forest floor. Bearing
a sheathlike, succulent pinkish stem which supports delicate bicolored flowers, the white flower
lip flecked with purple, the spotted coralroot’s presence attests to the organic richness of the
upper soil horizons in a beech-maple forest. Even more striking is the diversity of saprophytic
fungi, which at times achieve great prominence.
Soon after the snow disappears, before the verdant emergence of wildflowers, scarlet cup fungi
appear jewel-like in the bleached leaf litter, symbolizing for me the true and irreversible beginning of another spring. Scarlet cups persist alone for several weeks before escorting in the grand
morels, which officially start the mushroom season for anyone interested in satisfying gourmet
cravings. Despite these fine precursors, the greatest array of fleshy fungi does not appear until
late summer, in the aftermath of the steady rains of August and September. Then, under the right
conditions of moisture and temperature, the forest floor displays a mycological extravaganza,
attended by such well-known fungi as golden chanterelles, oyster mushrooms, brick caps and
bear’s head tooth.
In death there is life on the forest floor, for the fungi, like bacteria and other microorganisms,
are largely decomposers. Decomposers acquire energy by reducing the complex tissues of other
organisms to simple compounds or elements. Through the actions of a numerous and diverse
microflora and fauna, organic matter is processed rapidly and essential nutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium and others are released back into the soil, thereby
becoming available for re-uptake by higher organisms.
Nutrients are continuously cycled in the beech-maple forest, from living plants and animals
to decomposers to soils to plants and animals again, often within the span of a single year. In
contrast, in moisture stressed ecosystems, where soils are poor and heavily leached of organic
matter, essential nutrients tend to be sequestered within the woody tissues of the dominate trees.
There they remain, to be mobilized for use in new leaves with the onset of spring and again withdrawn before the leaves drop off in the autumn. Oaks conserve nutrients in this manner, while
pines tend to conserve nutrients in their needles, actually evergreen leaves, which are functional
for two or three years before being shed.


In order for nutrients to cycle freely they must be easily exchanged between the organisms that
make up a community. Once in the soil, unbound nutrients enter the living phase off an ecosystem only by way of plant roots. The root systems of most forest plants are an extensive and finely divided network, providing a large surface area for the absorption of soil, water and dissolved
nutrients. And the already large surface area more than doubles when plants form associations
with symbiotic fungi that colonize their roots. These fungi (called mycorrhizal fungi) produce
long microscopic filaments much finer than plant roots, and are believed to trade nutrients and
water to the plant in exchange for food and moist living quarters.
After entering a plant’s root system, nutrients are transported first into the stem, then upward to
leaves and other tissues. Since leaves contain the active sites for photosynthesis, they require
about three-fourths of the nutrients taken up by plants. When the leaves from a tree like sugar
maple are shed in autumn, they still contain high levels of certain nutrients, particularly calcium,
magnesium and potassium. As the thin leaves are broken down, the nutrients that are released
enter the soil and again become readily available for uptake by the same plant or others. In this
way plants or the beech-maple forest can easily recycle the nutrients necessary for growth each
year, without having to expend precious energy to continually mobilize and store the nutrients
internally.
Trees like sugar maple and basswood are the pumps that keep nutrients cycling within the ecosystem. Beech is not a nutrient pumper, and is similar to its close relative the oak in this regard.
Beech leaves are strongly acid, and if beech trees alone ruled a community, the upper soil horizons underneath would be highly leached of nutrients, as they are in areas which are dominated
by oaks and pines. However, under normal conditions, the co-domination by sugar maple and
other nutrient-pumpers prevents this from happening.
Liberal cycling and balanced nutrient budgets are indicative of ecosystem stability. In the upper
Midwest the beech-maple forest is the stable endpoint of plant succession on sheltered sites, with
good soils originally derived from glacial till and containing a high percentage of clay particles
and unstratified gravel. Barring catastrophic disturbance of a major shift in climate, the beechmaple forest will replace itself indefinitely on such sites.
Although small-scale disturbance is a natural part of the forest ecosystem, a catastrophic disturbance causes change at the community level. For example, if uncontrolled erosion became
a problem in a stand of beech-maple, perhaps in the aftermath of a fire or massive blow-down,
organic matter and nutrients would be carried away as fast as they were deposited at soil level,
rapidly draining the system’s nutrients. Following the cessation of liberal nutrient cycling, the
vegetation would revert to an assemblage of species better able to conserve nutrients and colonize the direr and less fertile soil.
For many years I pictured the beech-maple forest as the epitome of natural richness and high
biological diversity. I thought of the black soils, the extravagant spring wildflowers, all the fresh
greenness representing plant productivity. There are of course certain aspects that are aptly described as being rich – the soils, for one, rich in organic matter and nutrients, and the micro-flora,
including the numerous and diverse flesh fungi. On the other hand, when I now wander about
the forest in July I see a green desert, enclosed by woody behemoths that blot out the sun.
10

The forest in mid-summer is a twilight world, ruled above ground by only a few species of plants
and sometimes inhabited by even fewer animals. In the course of an entire summer the only
mammals I am likely to encounter in the deep woods are eastern chipmunks and gray and flying
squirrels, plus an occasional white-tailed deer. Bird diversity is somewhat higher, but still ranks
lower overall than most other habitats. There is too little cover and not enough food to support a
high diversity and abundance of animals.
Perhaps the greatest attribute of a mature beech-maple forest is its constancy over time. The
community’s membership is an old one, built up and shaped through millennia of evolution, with
each member so well entrenched that only catastrophic disturbance can upset the ecosystem balance.
I find comfort in predictability, in knowing that if I visit a mature beech-maple forest I can expect
to find scarlet cup fungi, Dutchman’s breeches, trout lilies, trilliums, barred owls, red-shouldered
hawks, pileated woodpeckers, wood thrushes, and flying squirrels. Different forests, especially
those that are second-growth, may support a higher diversity of species and have greater overall
productivity, but they lack the inherent stability and continuity that are the true marks of a climax
community. Constancy and predictability give rise to certain acquired and pleasurable expectations, easily fulfilled by a walk through a woods where the residents are all familiar and wellloved.
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Natural Inquiry
Objective
• To use field techniques and observation skills to collect data about plants and animals.

Activity Summary
Students will map out a study plot and practice field research methods to improve their observation skills. They will record data in their nature journals.

Subject Areas Encompassed
Science, Language Arts, Art, Social Studies

Materials
(per student or group)
pointed metal or wooden stake, about 60 cm long
2.5 meter cord tied to a metal ring that fits over the stake
small cup of flour
clear plastic cup
index card
hand lens

Directions

1) Before going outside, elicit from students a list of characteristics of good observers. You may
wish to record these in the classroom, or have students write them in their journals. In addition,
you may use this time to establish some basic ground rules for behaving like scientists in the
field. Some suggestions:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

*Handle living things and equipment with care.
*Don’t damage plants by ripping leaves or bark off trees, etc.
*Never put anything, including your hands, in your mouth.
*Don’t harass animals in any way.
*Work quietly so as not to scare away wildlife.
*Don’t touch or pick fungi.
*Don’t touch or collect animal droppings.
*Wash your hands as soon as you come indoors.

2) Teach students the correct method for capturing small animals:
• Put the open end of a clear cup over the animal, then slide an index card underneath it. 		
• Once sealed, turn the cup right side up and keep the card on top.
3) Use pp. 358-364 of Eco-Inquiry to introduce to students some ways to determine the presence

Concept Development Activity #1
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of animals. You may wish to do this after the first observation session to give students a chance
to find signs of animals on their own.
4) To map out a study plot, place the stake in the ground at what will be the center of the
plot. Slip the ring over the stake and have one student hold the end of the cord so that it is fully
stretched. While this student slowly walks the circumference of the circle, another student
should follow, lightly sprinkling the flour to mark the circle.
5) Visit the field study plot on several occasions and have students record what they observe.
• Make a map of your study plot.
• Make a list of all the plants you see.
• Make a list of all the animals you see.
• Make a list of all the nonliving things you see.
• Make a chart to record data about weather conditions.
• Write a list of adjectives to describe the things you see.
• Draw pictures of the specimens in your study plot.
• Make a list of questions you’d like to find answers to when you come in.
• Draw a bird’s eye view of your study plot.
• Make a list of the animal signs you see.
• Describe how your plot has changed since the last time you visited.

Extension Activities
1) Give students time to find an object outside and write a description of it. Have students trade
description with a partner and try to find the object their partner has described.
2) Write a poem about something observed in the study plot.
3) Draw a detailed diagram of a plant or animal seen in the study plot.
4) Create a photo collage of the study site using a digital camera.

Additional Resources

The Young Naturalist by Andrew Mitchell (Usborne Publishing Ltd., 1989)

Activity adapted from Eco-Inquiry, pp. 64-71.

Concept Development Activity #1
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Decomposer Farm
Objective
To identify decomposers and observe how they break down dead plant and animal material.

Summary

In a forest decomposers are some of the most important and most numerous creatures found. In
this activity students will create a “decomposer farm” in a glass jar in order to observe the process of decomposition. Observations will be recorded in writing and pictures.

Subject Areas Encompassed
Science, Language Arts, Art

Materials

(per student or group)
1-gallon glass jar
trowel
garden soil or compost or soil from a forest (best)
spray bottle
various types of decomposer food (bits of fruits and vegetables, eggshells, grass, leaves, 		
wood, etc.)
dark paper
tape
cheesecloth
rubberband

Directions

1) Fill a clean jar about 2/3 full with compost or garden soil. If using compost, there will already be plenty of decomposers present. If using soil, ask students to think about the best places
to find decomposers (damp, dark places), then locate them and add them to the jar.
2) Using spray bottle, dampen soil in jar. Do not make it too wet.
3) Add “decomposer food” to jar and cover with cheesecloth and a rubberband.
4) Tape dark paper around the side of the jar. Put jar in a cool, dark place.
5) Take jar out daily to make and record observations:
• What kinds of organisms can you see? Draw these in your journal. Find out
		
their names.
• What kinds of “foods” do the decomposers like best? (Encourage students to test 		

Concept Development Activity #2
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different food sources.)
• How long does it take for different materials to decompose? Why do you think this 		
varies?
• What are the best conditions for decomposition?
• Where do these organisms fit into food chains and food webs?
• In a typical food web, would there be more producers, consumers, or
		
decomposers? Find evidence to support you answer.

Extensions
Additional activities for studying decomposition can be found in Eco-Inquiry on pages 170-252.
Page 227 has a nice drawing of some of the organisms students might find in their jars.
Instructions for making worm farm can be found on pp. 430-431 of Science Is... .

Resources

Internet:
“The Compost Resource Page”—for background information on decomposition
		
(http://www.oldgrowth.org/compost/compost.html)
“Composting” (http://www.ns.doe.ca/udo/paydirt.html)
Earthworm Poem (http://www.oldgrowth.org/compost/poem2.html)
Video:
Books:

Wormania
Squirmy Wormy Composters by Bobbie Kalman and Janine Schaub
(Crabtree Publishing Company, 1992)
Worms Eat Our Garbage by Mary Appelhof, Mary Frances Fenton, and
Barbara Loss Harris (Flower Press, 1993)
Creepy Crawlies and the Scientific Method: Over 100 Hands-on Science
Experiments for Children by Sally Stenhouse Kneidel (Fulcrum
Publishing, 1993)
Backyard Scientist: Exploring Earthworms With Me by Jane Hoffman
(Backyard Scientist, Inc., 1994)

Concept Development Activity #2
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Making Food Chains
Objective
To identify plants and animals native to Michigan forests and create examples of common food
chains.

Summary

Students will brainstorm a list of animals and find out which live in Michigan's beech-maple
forest. They will then research what these animals eat and use the information to create as many
food chains as possible, adding producers and decomposers to make them complete.

Subject Areas Encompassed
Science, Language Arts, Social Studies

Materials

copies of pp. 367-381 of Eco-Inquiry and other research materials

Directions
1) As a class have students brainstorm a list of animals. Record on board or overhead. Have
students work in cooperative teams to classify animals by continent. Share team findings with
class until consensus is reached. As an optional activity, animals may be located on a large world
map in the classroom.
2) Have teams research North American list to find out which animals live in Michigan's beechmaple forest and what these animals eat.
3) Students may now use their research to construct food chains. Each food chain must have a
producer, herbivore, carnivores or omnivores, and a decomposer. Students may create different
combinations using the same animals and plants. Challenge students to find a creative way of
recording food chains using color, pictures, symbols, shapes, etc.
4) Have teams share and display food chains. This activity could be used as a contest to see
which team can create the most food chains.

Extensions
Challenge teams to create a food web out of two or more of their food chains.

Concept Development Activity #3
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Resources
Books:

Eco-Inquiry (Kendall/Hunt), pp. 367-381.
Peterson Field Guides
Tracking and the Art of Seeing: How to Read Animal Tracks and Sign by
Paul Rezendes (Camden House Publishing)

Videotapes:
National Audubon Society’s Owls Up Close (1991, 55 min.)
Bats of America (1989, 15 min.)
A Journey to Bear Country (1992, 21 min.)
Game:

Into the Forest, Nature’s Food Chain Game (Ampersand Press)

Concept Development Activity #3
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Furry Packets
Objectives

1. The student will discover the relationship between two forest animals through the evidence
left after a meal.
2. Students will begin to develop a relationship between various living things within a forest
ecosystem.
3. Students will begin to understand the relationship between living things and the energy they
transfer to each level of the trophic pyramid

Background

There are important interrelationships between living things within a forest ecosystem. However, many times students only look at this in the form of food chains and do not make the conceptual jump from the food chain to the energy transfer being made when an animal eats another
living thing. This activity is the first step in building this concept of energy transfer and the loss
of energy from one trophic level to the next.

Materials

Owl Pellets - may be purchased from biological supply catalogs or donated from a local nature
center
Owl Pellet Key

Directions

1. Pass out the foil wrapped owl pellets to the students without any explaination as to what they
are.
2. Have the students begin to carefully dissect the pellet, laying out the various bones found
within the pellet.
3. Have the students use the key to determine which animals are found in the pellet.
4. Have the students hypothesis where the animals came from and why they are in this form
now.
5. Collate data on the animals found in the pellet to determine what is being eaten.
6. Begin a discussion with the students about why the owl would have eaten these animals.
Why did it have to eat so many animals? Why did it spit out this fur and bones? This discussion
should lead into a discussion on how energy is transfered from one living thing to another and
that as energy is passed some of it is lost along the way.
This activity is a lead in to the next activity on trophic pyramids.

Concept Development Activity #4
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Into the Woods
Before you go into the field

• Talk with students about proper clothing - play clothes, sturdy shoes, no dresses, heavy 		
jacket, mittens, hat or, rain coat or umbrella if wet
• Bag lunches - if you plan to stay out over lunch
• Mosquito repellent is advisable

The Experience
Objectives
• Name the sun as the energy source upon which all living things depend.
• Construct a food pyramid depicting a food chain and the transfer of energy from one trophic
level to another.
• Identify food chains and food webs and explain the interrelationships of each.
• Understand that decomposers are an important part of the food web because they break down
dead plants and animals.
• Look at the concept of system diversity and how there are more interrelationships than just
those found within trophic levels
• Identify natural and man-made environmental changes that can disrupt the food chain
• Introduce the concept of bioaccumulation.
Materials
• Styrofoam balls
• Nature Journals
• Bug bottles		
• String holders

• Masks		
• Clipboards		
• Hula hoops		
• Felt "food"		

• 15 - 15 ft. pieces of string
• Pencils			
• 4 balls of string		

• Flour Shakers
• Blindfolds
• Ball of red string

Summary
The flow of energy from one living thing to another is important for students to understand. The
fragile balance maintained within food chains, and ultimately the food web formed by those
chains, can lead students to understand the part they play in the interrelationships of living
things. This can best be understood by looking at the interrelationships of living things. We will
also look at the impact man can have on these systems through the introduction of components
into the system which can accumulate and have an adverse affect on the living things in the system.

Field Experiences
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Activity Directions
Activity #1 - An introduction to food chains - The Food Flow Game
The introduction to this field experience will refresh students' memories of the vocabulary we
will be using throughout the day. The introduction takes students through the energy cycle present in food chains from the sun to the decomposers. To accomplish this, students are invited to
participate in the Food Chain Game Show.
Using a game show host voice, the leader invites volunteer students to the front to participate in
the newest game show "The Food Chain Game". As each student comes forward introduce them
as a particular part of a food chain. As each part of the food chain is introduced, have students
in the audience decide where the part fits in the food chain (sun, producer, herbivore, carnivore,
omnivore, decomposer). After all students have been chosen, have them line up in food chain
teams as outlined below. Explain to all how energy is passed through each member of the food
chain and then recycled by decomposers at the end.
A garbage bag of foam squares (indoors) or popcorn or dried leaves (outdoors) will represent the
food energy for the food chains. Each student at the beginning of the line is given an overflowing armful of energy. At the command "Go" the "suns" will race to the plants and give them the
armful of energy. The plants in turn race with the energy to the next consumer and transfer the
energy to them and so on until the end of the food chain is reached. Students should be encouraged to transfer the energy as quickly as possible.
At the completion of the activity have the students remain in their places. Ask the students in the
audience to note the progressively smaller piles of energy along the path of the food chain. How
much energy does the person at the end of the food chain have? How do plants and animals use
the energy that was lost? (respiration, transpiration, reproduction, digestion, physical movement,
heat, etc.) What happens to the energy which is not lost? (used for growth or stored as fat) Do
you think more energy is stored or used at each level? (Ninety percent of the usable energy is lost
in each transfer of energy) Split into groups for remaining activities.
(Adapted from PA State Parks Activities for Environmental Learning p. 42-43)
Activity #2 - Finding the Links
This activity will help students identify the links between different animals and describe how
these links connect with one another. We will be investigating two different ecosystems in an effort to establish links between them to show the wider implications of the food web.
Begin the activity by explaining to the students how they are going to become scientists, studying this ecosystem for its different food chains and eventually for its food webs. As they work,
the students will be mapping an area of the ecosystem and then investigating the living things
within their area. These findings will be recorded in their Nature Journals.
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Designate and Map the Area
Begin by dividing the students into 4 groups. Students begin by selecting a starting point for their
area. From this point they stretch out their study string and mark their area using their shaker
of flour. After the area is marked, students should map the area in their field guides to provide a
reference for further study.
Record the Living Things
After the area has been mapped, students should start to list living things or evidence of living
things (tracks, droppings) within their area. Mark features of significance with flags and capture
animals in bug bottles. As students discover plants and animals, they should record where they
are found on the map and then put them on the chart in their field guide.
Coming Together
After all of the students have recorded their information on their area, bring them back together
and have them share what was found in each area. If a group did not have an item in their area,
they should add it to their chart.
Where Do They Fit?
At the end of each line on the chart, have students designate the level of the living thing in the
food chain (P=Producer, H=Herbivore, O=Omnivore, C=Carnivore, D=Decomposer).
Using this information, have them record tally marks on the food pyramid chart to determine
how energy flows in this ecosystem. Does the food pyramid show a healthy food chain? Why or
why not?
Drawing Connections
After students have recorded the information on their field guide sheets, have them draw connections between the living things on the chart. Can they connect all of the living things to one
another? How do abiotic (non-living) things connect with each other within this system?
Create A Food Chain - Energy through the System
Now have students return to their areas. Using a piece of string and markers, make a tour of
one of their food chains. When everyone has established their tour, allow students to tour other
group areas. Did any of the students create these food chains on their charts? After tours are
complete, have students release all captive animals where they found them.
Activity #2 Connecting the Links - The Importance of Biodiversity
After a break, bring all of the groups back together. With each group sitting in their own area
and using their charts from the morning, they will create a food web using string to show the
links. When each group has their food web established, a leader will discuss how food webs
can be connected to each other. Each group looked at a different area of the Nature Center, yet
it is possible to link the food webs of each group because animals are not always confined to
one area. Using a ball of red yarn, show how each area is linked to other areas through common
animals and plants.
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Activity #3 Pesticide Pyramid - Teaching Biological Magnification
The Pesticide Pyramid activity helps students understand that when energy flows from level to
level, the number of members at each level is fewer and other less desirable substances can also
travel through the pyramid. It also helps them understand how factors affecting one member can
affect all members.
The leader will begin by splitting the group into smaller groups representing different parts of
the food pyramid. From these a pyramid will be built with the plants on the bottom, followed by
herbivores standing behind them in fewer numbers and followed by carnivores in fewer numbers
still. At the top will be a secondary carnivore. With everyone in place a discussion will ensue
regarding the needs of a stable pyramid.
After discussing a stable pyramid, the students will look at how outside influences, such as an
insecticide applied to the producers, can affect the entire pyramid. What are some other ways
man-made influences can benefit or damage a food pyramid? What are other alternatives?
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THE FOOD PIT
S UMMARY

Student groups will be dealt a hand of cards which they must then trade with other groups until
they have a complete food web.

OBJECTIVE

1. To reinforce the concepts of energy transfer through a trophic pyramid and the loss of
energy at each subsequent level of trophism.
2. To develop an understanding that one of the relationships between living things is the
transfer of energy.

BACKGROUND

Within an ecosystem, such as a forest, energy is constantly travelling from one trophic level to
another and then being recycled back into the system. It is important for students to understand
how this energy is passed along in the ecosystem and that there cannot be infinite trophic steps
because of the energy lost from one step to another. At each stage of the trophic pyramid, energy
is lost through metabolism, growth, reproduction, waste production and other aspects of living.
This energy cannot be passed on to the next level; therefore, the living thing at the next level
must acquire more of the living thing at the previous level to survive. By the time you reach the
level of the keystone predator, the animal occupying the highest trophic level must spend considerable amounts of time and energy acquiring food which it will convert to energy because of the
loss of energy which has occurred as the energy was passed up the trophic levels.

Key Concepts
Source of Energy
Producer 		
Consumer		
Decomposer		

Population
Survival
Food Web
Food Chain

Predator
Trophic pyramid

MA T E R I A L S

The following materials will make enough cards for four teams competing against each other.
Enough of these cards are included in the packet, plus blank cards to make more, or if you wish
to have the students create the objects on the cards themselves.
One deck of 62 playing cards:
4 cards labeled “sun”
24 cards labeled “producer”
In the deck these have a deciduous tree, dandelion and pine cone picture
16 cards labeled “herbivore”
In the deck these have a rabbit, cardinal and squirrel picture
8 cards labeled “carnivore/omnivore”
In the deck these have a fox, opossum, blue jay and skunk picture
4 cards labeled “keystone predator”
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In the deck these have a great horned owl, coyote, bobcat and hawk picture
4 cards labeled “decomposer”
In the deck these have a worm picture
1 card labeled “people”
1 card labeled “pollution”

Strategies
Engage
Ask students to describe a time when they were in competition with someone else. What was
the goal? Do they think that this happens in the natural world? How might it look in the natural
world?
Today’s Question: How does competition affect an animal’s ability to get energy?
Explore
Divide the class into four groups. Explain that they will be playing a game and the object of the
game is to create a set of cards consisting of: the sun, six producers, four herbivores, two carnivore/ omnivores, one keystone predator, and one decomposer. If you wish to make the challenge
greater, you could require the students to have working food chains within the trophic pyramid.
Shuffle cards and deal each group cards until they are all gone (some groups may have more
cards than other groups due to the odd number of cards). Students in each group should secretly
look at their hand and determine which cards they want to trade. One group representative then
goes to the designated trading area to trade with another group. NO ONE MAY SHOW HIS OR
HER CARDS. Each group can only trade with a group that wants to trade the same number of
cards. As the swaps take place, neither group knows what they are getting until the trader returns
to the group and the group looks at the new cards together. When a group has a set, they shout,
“Food Pit!” and all trading stops. The group must prove to the others that they have a complete
pyramid. If not, the game resumes.
The winning team gets 100 points, and there should be several rounds of play. You may decide to
keep score on the board.
The “people” and “pollution” cards are special. If a group has the people card, they may use it as
a wild card to replace any card that they are missing. BUT, they must be careful about hanging
on to this card because if another group completes their food web first, 50 points will be deducted from the score of the team with the people card in possession. Should the group with the
people card complete a food web without needing to use the people card, they pick up an extra
100 points.
The pollution card is always bad, and whichever group has the card when the game is done loses
50 points. Both cards may be traded just like any other card.
Explain
At the completion of the activity ask the students to share what they thought was going on as
they competed for cards. Why did they need so many producers? Were there certain types of
cards which were more difficult to acquire? Why? What advantage does an omnivore have over a
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carnivore?
Explain that when an animal eats another animal it gets energy from that animal. However, not
all of the energy goes to the next animal, this makes a what we call a trophic pyramid. Can they
take the cards and make them into a trophic pyramid? Why do they think that some of the energy
does not go on to the next level? Is it lost? (No, used) Why do only the producers use the sun’s
energy?
What about the animals? Were they all the same? What makes some predators and some prey?
Why doesn’t the pyramid have as many predators? Are herbivores predators? (yes, prey on
plants) Where do the decomposers get their energy?
This development of an understanding of the passing of energy from one trophic level to the next
is key to the development of the next concepts. Often we stop right here with our discussions on
the interrelationships of living things, but there is so much more to these interrelationships that
students should understand. Many interrelationships are based on energy transfer.
Elaborate/Evaluate
Have student choose an ecosystem that they like and try to create a trophic pyramid using animals that can be found in the system. Would they likely find more of the herbivores and omnivores in the system than predators? Could they test this in some way?
Evaluation Rubric
Proficient

Some Proficiency

Acceptable

Needs Work

Student can construct a trophic
pyramid containing all levels with
multiple individuals at each level

Student constructs
a pyramid with all
levels, but may not
have more than
one organism at
each level

Student constructs
a pyramid that
shows energy flow,
but does not have
all levels

Student constructs
pyramid, but is
missing more than
one level or constructs the pyramid
in an incorrect
order
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understand concept
Student shows
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that fall in each
category
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PLAN
Objective
To become aware of ways people can help the environment

Summary

Students will create an action plan of ways they can prevent chemicals from getting into the
environment at home.

Subject Areas Encompassed
science, language arts

Directions
1) Following the field experience, review with students what they learned about the effect pesticides can have on a biotic community. Discuss with them other potentially harmful chemicals
that can easily find their way into the environment (herbicides, fertilizers, household cleaning
products, etc.).
2) For homework, assign students the task of making a list of chemicals in their homes or dorms.
Have them categorize these by use (gardening, cleaning, auto, etc.).
3) Have students share their lists with the class. One master list could be made on the board,
overhead, or chart paper. Elicit from students their ideas for substitutes for chemicals, ways to
dispose properly of chemicals, and ways to do without chemicals.
4) Have students go through their lists and mark alternatives for at least five items. You may
suggest these questions as a guide:
Are there any chemicals on your list your family could probably do without? (Example: fertilizer—leave grass clippings on lawn to decompose instead, steel wool and baking soda instead of
oven cleaner)
Are there safer products that could be substituted for ones on your list? (Example: spray of water or insecticidal soap for insect control, baking soda or vinegar for cleaning)
5. Students now are ready to write an action plan in the form of an essay. Their plan should explain a) what the current family practice is, b) which alternate practice they plan to implement,
and c) how they expect this will benefit the environment. Have students share action plans with
other members of the school community.
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Extension activities
1) Create posters promoting responsible environmental actions and display in the school or community.
2) Make a video dramatizing responsible environmental actions. This could be geared for and
shown to an audience of younger students.

Resources
Rodale’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of Gardening and Landscaping Techniques —anything by Rodale Press, including Organic Gardening magazine, advocates chemical-free gardening.
50 Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth
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MAKE A FIELD GUIDE
Objective
To use data collected from outdoor observations to create a field guide.

Summary

Students will collect data about plants, animals, food chains and food webs during their field
experience and compile it into a field guide using notes, pictures and diagrams.

Subject Areas Encompassed
science, language arts, art

Materials

sample field guides
reference books
notes from nature journal
paper
art supplies

Directions
1) Before the beginning the various Concept Building Activities, have the students construct a
field guide to help them record their various experiences and observations throughout this unit.
Use the field guide template from Appendix A to create field guides for all of the students.
2) Review the steps for making a field guide. Look at some examples of published field guides
and elicit from students what makes a field guide useful, complete, easy to read, and enjoyable to
look at. You may choose to use the assessment checklist provided or develop one of your own to
use with them.
3) Supply students with materials for making their field guide. Give students an opportunity to
share and/or display their guides.
4) Review with students the observation skills they practiced in “Be a Nature Observer.” While
at the natural area, encourage students to take notes in their nature journals during their observations.
5) At the end of all activities, have the students hand in their completed field guides as a means
of assessment for the unit.
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Field Guide Assessment
Field Guide has a title and name on the cover.

Yes

No

The cover of the field guide has an attractive picture or design.

Yes

No

The field guide has descriptions of at least eight items.

Yes

No

Field guide shows examples of food chains which are appropriate.

Yes

No

Student has identified plants and animals correctly.

Yes

No

Student shows understanding of interrelationships between both biotic
and abiotic components of the beech-maple forest.

Yes

No

Sketches and diagrams are labeled appropriately.

Yes

No
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Make a Biodiversity Web
Task

Use given components to make a diagram of a food web.

Backgrouns Development

Math Chapter 4, Lesson 5 “Using Critical Thinking” (See Challenge worksheet)
Language Arts Unit 5, pp. T169-T175 “How to Draw a Wildlife Diagram”

Directions for students
1) Use the following forest animals to create a food web:
great horned owl, garter snake, deer mouse, skunk, bark beetle, nuthatch, blackberries, acorns,
earthworm
2) You may use your notes or any reference books to help you. Remember, animals eat more
than one kind of food.
3) Use the checklist to help you complete your diagram.

Teacher Notes

The following list of food sources was taken from pp. 367-381 of Eco-Inquiry.
great horned owl: snakes, large insects, birds, mice, moles, shrews, squirrels, skunks
garter snake: insects, spiders, slugs, centipedes, earthworms, frogs, toads, fish, mice, moles, 		
shrews
deer mouse: seeds, nuts, cones, acorns, seedlings, crickets, grasshoppers, beetles
skunk: berries, fruits, crickets, grasshoppers, beetle larvae, moth larvae, spiders, centipedes, 		
millipedes, turtles, eggs, snakes, frogs, toads, voles, mice, rats, chipmunks, moles
nuthatch: acorns, cones, beetles, weevils, ants, wasps, moth & butterfly adults, larvae, and eggs, 		
caterpillars, scale insects, spiders
bark beetle: larvae-seeds, roots, inner bark; adult-fruits
earthworm: fallen fruits, seeds, dead leaves, dead animals, feces, fungi, bacteria, soil
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Biodiversity Web Diagram Assessment Checklist
The diagram is title and has the name of the student

Yes

No

The student uses appropriate terms from the biodiversity vocabulary
in linking various aspects of the web.

Yes

No

The student has used reference materials to create accurate links

Yes

No

The students Biodiversity Web is layed out in a usable manner.

Yes

No
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Appendix A
Food Pit Cards
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Appendix B
Nature Journal
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Field Journal Assembly Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Copy the pages back to back to get two sided copies.
Place two staples in the middle of the center page.
Fold the Journal in half
Use the instructions on page 27 to finish off the Field Journals for use by students.
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